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The Impacts of Automation at the Port of Los Angeles
Harbor Department staff reviewed publicly-available studies of automation technologies.
However, hard numbers detailing the impacts of future automation at the Port of Los Angeles
are difficult to generate. First, information on the cost structures, business models, and longterm business plans for terminal operators is not readily available. Container terminals have
different ground lease rates, operate under different level of service models, and may have
financial relationships with related shipping line companies that mask the underlying true cost
of service. Because terminal operators compete with one another, they have a strong interest in
keeping this information confidential. This is true both with and without automation.
Second, the actual efficiency improvements to be gained through automation at the Port
depend upon both the theoretical capabilities of the mix of automation technologies a terminal
operator may select and the actual real-world operation of the automated systems. There is a
large body of research dedicated to simulation modeling and automation optimizing in an effort
to ensure that real-world results match the promised theoretical results of automation.1
Third, it is unclear how terminal operators will actually alter their labor demand once automated
systems are online. Labor demand is partly determined through complex negotiations between
ILWU and terminal operators. Terminal operators may choose not to fully automate; even in the
case of fully automated terminals, the operators may not reduce their workforces as much as
their equipment would allow. For example, in the 1960’s with the rise of containerization,
terminal operators helped smooth the transition to a lower labor demand by paying guaranteed
wages to displaced workers. Furthermore, there is a potential for offsetting job losses by
retraining ILWU workers in the repair and maintenance of the automated equipment. It is
impossible at present to estimate the extent to which these mitigating factors, which would be
the result of future negotiations between labor and management, would reduce potential job
losses due to automation.
Fourth, the automation of the Port of Los Angeles is not occurring in isolation. Potential job
losses at the Port through automating would need to be weighed against potential job losses
that would occur if a competing port (such as Seattle or Prince Rupert) were to automate and
the Port did not. If the cost reductions or efficiency gains through automating were great
enough to give a competing port a competitive advantage over Los Angeles, then the resulting
regional job losses due to cargo diversion could be much larger than the job losses from
automation at the Port of Los Angeles.
To prepare a true cost-benefit analysis, staff would need reliable data on cost of service at local
terminals and competing terminals, as well as reliable data on the actual job losses expected.
Given the amount of information that is currently unknown about the form that automation
may take at the Port of Los Angeles and its competitors, including the impacts of discussions
between labor and management on future staffing levels and worker retraining, it is not
possible at this time to produce a cost-benefit analysis that accurately predicts the impacts of
future automation.

1

For example: “3D Virtual and Physical Simulation of Automated Container Terminal and Analysis of
Impact on Inland Transportation”, B. Khoshnevis & A. Asef-Vaziri; “Optimizing automated container
terminals to boost productivity”, Y. Saanen & A. de Waal, Port Technology International.
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Working with the limited information available, staff can make the following statements about
the impacts of automation at the Port of Los Angeles:




Labor/Workforce Impacts
o Automation leads to a reduction in the amount of ILWU labor required.
o The amount of reduction depends on types of automation employed.
o The amount of reduction can be offset by new jobs in repair and maintenance of
automated equipment.
o The ultimate impact of automation on the labor force depends upon
agreements between labor and management regarding staffing levels and
workforce retraining.
Competitive Impact
o Automation, if it reduces terminal costs and/or increases terminal efficiency,
can provide a competitive advantage to a terminal that implements it.
o Conversely, if competing ports automate and the Port of Los Angeles does not,
it may find itself at a competitive disadvantage.
o The amount of cargo at risk depends upon the level of cost savings or efficiency
gains, which in turn depends on the level of automation and how well it works.

Estimating Automation Impacts: an Example Using TraPac
As noted above, a significant amount of information necessary to provide an accurate costbenefit analysis of future automation is still unknown at present. However, it is possible to
prepare a rough estimate of automation impacts using what is known about the TraPac
automation project.





ILWU and TraPac representatives agree that automation at TraPac is likely to result in a
40 to 50% reduction in the number of longshore jobs at the TraPac terminal.
o Autostrad automation reduces the number of workers needed per crane by
about 53%.
o Automating the container backland reduces the number of workers needed per
transtainer by 85%.
o TraPac is only automating a portion of the terminal, with the remainder
operating as a traditional manned terminal; thus, the overall impact is between
40 and 50% fewer workers needed at TraPac.
Based on Pacific Maritime Association reporting on hours and wages, in 2011 the Ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach were served by the equivalent of approximately 9,000
fulltime longshore workers (at 2,080 hours per year).
Assuming longshore hours are allocated proportionately across terminals based on their
container volumes, TraPac was served by the equivalent of 400 longshore workers in
2011.
o A 40 to 50% reduction in longshore labor equates to a reduction of the
equivalent of 160 to 200 longshore jobs
o Some of this job loss has been offset by the hiring of additional mechanics to
service the automated equipment. For example, TraPac states that it has hired
over 40 more mechanics.
o Because longshore jobs are dispatched from a hiring hall, the loss of jobs can be
translated into reduced working hours across the pool of longshore labor
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A loss of 160 longshore jobs equates to a loss of 332,800 hours of work.
Spread across 9,000 longshore workers, that is a loss of less than one
hour of work per week, or a 1.8% reduction in hours (and pay) overall.
If container volume moves to TraPac from other San Pedro Bay terminals until TraPac
reaches its capacity of approximately 2 million TEUs, and the volumes are split evenly
between the automated and non-automated portions of the TraPac terminal, job losses
would be as high as approximately 560 jobs (or a 6% reduction in hours and pay overall).
o Growth at other non-automated container terminals could partially or entirely
offset this job loss.

The ILWU Local 13 provided data on the geographical distribution of its longshore workers.
According to this data, approximately 27.7 percent of the Local 13 workers live in San Pedro and
9.8 percent live in Wilmington. Assuming the lost jobs match the distribution of Local 13
workers by place of residency, San Pedro and Wilmington could expect to see direct job losses
equal to approximately 37.5 percent of the predicted job losses due to automation – between
45 and 60 jobs at current volumes and up to 210 jobs if TraPac reaches capacity by taking
volume from other Port terminals.
These job losses may be significant to the local community because longshore jobs pay
approximately 85% more than the median household income for San Pedro. However, the
impact will be muted because of the relatively low number of jobs lost. While Wilmington and
San Pedro have very strong ties to the Port, ILWU longshore labor is not the primary source of
employment for these communities; less than an estimated 8% of the community jobs are
ILWU.

Port of Los Angeles Position on Container Terminal Automation
Given the amount that is unknown about how automation is likely to proceed at the Port of Los
Angeles and its competitors, the Harbor Department’s Business Development team has
developed a position on dealing with existing and potential future container terminal
automation projects:








Complete TraPac’s first phase (31 acres of 146 acres) of Autostrad automation by mid2014. The remainder will be completed by the year 2016.
Eagle Marine Services/APL has an approved Environmental Impact Report (EIR) with
AGV automation as an option in its 40 new acres. If Eagle Marine Services/APL chooses
to automate these 40 acres, the Port will provide the infrastructure as described in the
current scope of work, which includes compensation by the customer meeting the
Harbor Department’s rate-of-return policy.
Prepare an EIR for Yang Ming that includes an assessment of automation.
If terminal operators want to automate their facilities they may do so using their own
capital. The Harbor Department will evaluate each such proposal on a case-by-case
basis.
Based on an assessment of (1) the performance outcomes from automated operations
at TraPac and other automated terminals, (2) the evolution of shipping alliances and
their impacts on future terminal needs and infrastructure, and (3) other competing
ports’ approaches to terminal automation, the Harbor Department will proceed to
develop a terminal automation strategy.
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